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Plurals  
Choose the correct option. 

1. What's the plural form of radio? 
 

a. radios 
b. radioes 
c. radioses  

2. What's the plural form of kilo? 
 

a. kiloies 
b. kiloes 
c. kilos  

3. What's the plural form of giraffe? 
 

a. giraffes 
b. giraffees 
c. giraffs 

4. What's the plural form of analysis? 
 

a. analysises 
b. analysis 
c. analyses  

5. Mathematics ____ her best lesson. 
 

a. is 
b. are 

 

6. Sarah has bought new jeans for herself. 
_____ look fantastic on her. 
 

a. it 
b. they 

7. I can't go up the ____of our school. 
 

a. stair 
b. stairs 

8. The police____on the crime scene. 
 

a. is 
b. are 

 

9. The jury___in the meeting room. 
 

a. is 
b. are 

 

10. There _____ some repeatedly bad news 
about airline companies. 
 

a. is 
b. are 
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Plurals  
Choose the correct option. 

No Question Correct Answer Feedback 

1 What's the plural form of radio? 
          a. radios 
          b. radioes 
          c. radioses 

a. radios Remember that if the letter before -o is a vowel 
(radio), then we add only -s to the end of the 
noun. 

2 What's the plural form of kilo? 
a. kiloies 
b. kiloes 
c. kilos 

c. kilos If it’s the shortened version of the word 
(kilogram>kilo), then we add only -s to the end of 
the noun. 

3 What's the plural form of giraffe? 
a. giraffes 
b. giraffees 
c. giraffs 

a. giraffes Nouns that end in  -fe, usually take -ves ending. 
However, there are some nouns that only take -s 
ending. Giraffe is one of the common words that 
take -s ending. 

4 What's the plural form of analysis? 
a. analysises 
b. analysis 
c. analyses 

c. analyses Analysis is one of the words which comes from 
Greek or Latin origin that has kept its original 
plural form. 

5 Mathematics ____ her best lesson. 
a. is 
b. are 

a. is Mathematics is the name of an academic subject, 
and it is singular, though it looks plural. It's also 
an uncountable noun. 

6 Sarah has bought new jeans for herself. 
_____ look fantastic on her. 

a. it 
b. they 

b. they Jeans are an item of clothing that has two parts. 
It's always in the plural form. It has no singular 
form and goes with a plural verb. 

7 I can't go up the ____of our school. 
  a. stair 
  b. stairs 
  c. staires 

b. stairs “Stairs” is one of the nouns that are always in 
the plural form. 

8 The police____on the crime scene. 
a. is 
b. are 

 
 

b. are “Police” is always followed by a plural verb. 
When you want to state a one person from a 
police department, you use policeman, 
policewoman or police officer. 

9 The jury___in the meeting room. 
a. is 
b. are 

 

a. is Here, we have a collective noun. Collective 
nouns are treated as single units and they are 
usually followed by a singular form verb. 

10 There ...... some repeatedly bad news 
about airline companies. 

a. is 
b. are 

a. is News word always takes a singular verb, 
although it looks plural. 

 


